Summary of Discussion from WFA Committee Meeting – Aug 13, 2013
In attendance:
VAC: Don Love – Chair, Charlotte Bastien, Terry Wiseman, Theresa Finkle
UVAE: Bonnie Heidt, Kim Coles
PIPSC: Doreen Weatherbie
AJC:
Mathieu Delorme
Discussion Items
1.
•

Summary of Discussion from previous meeting
UVAE inquired about two refused alternations: one in Windsor now at
grievance stage; the second from London.

Action Item: HR to provide UVAE with written updates on any outstanding situations.
•

The Committee discussed WFA situations where the position is
retroactively re-classified. At manager discretion, the former employee can be
assessed against the higher level. If qualified, they will receive retroactive acting
pay, per TBS direction.

Action item: HR to issue TBS information sheet on retroactive pay.
2.

Alternations and Departures

•

DGHR provided data on departures and alternations as of August 12:
o

39 SERLO processes are identified, as well as 2 right fit. One
completed in Kirkland Lake.

o

45 alternations have been completed from Wave 3, for a total of 80.

o

160 VAC employees on the list, willing to alternate.

o

Only 11 opting employees remain on the list, with 2 situations pending.

o

The opting period for employees from Wave 3 ends in mid-October.

•

•

OPI for action
items

The committee discussed some of the SERLO situations:
o

DG Field Operations asked Committee members to contact her in
September if any concerns arise.

o

DGHR confirmed that the remaining SERLO situations will likely be
resolved without the need for SERLO exercises.

DGHR indicated that there are geographic challenges for completing
alternations for most of the remaining employees on the opting list. VAC is going
out to other departments where the opting employees are situated, in order to
identify possible matches.
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3.
•

Round Table
UVAE inquired what plans were in place to have meaningful work for
employees on priority status (Option A). DGHR confirmed that there are very few
employees who have chosen that option, and that there will be assignments
identified for them.
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Action Item: DG Field Operations will communicate to UVAE the specific work
assigned for priority employees, by location.
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•

UVAE requested to see the breakdown of how work in WFA-affected
areas has been re-assigned. ADM SD confirmed that it varies, depending on the
type of work that has been re-organized.

Action Item: ADM SD to work with HR to provide that information to UVAE, broken
down by area.

•

ADM SD noted that looking at more efficient ways to process current
TAC workload, this would include through third party provider. The new contract,
when awarded, will address TAC workload.

•

DGHR and ADM SD confirmed that there would be no more waves of
WFA resulting from any further changes. For example, any future office lease
terminations will be dealt with through the normal tendering process.

•

The Committee discussed the need for ongoing in-house mediation.
Bargaining agents confirmed that there is still a demand for conflict management,
and the process for getting external mediators causes delays. DGHR asked to
have any concerns brought to his attention.

•

PIPSC mentioned concerns that changes in business priorities mean
very few new project opportunities for staff.

•

The next meeting is scheduled for August 29.
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